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Abstract. Tracking of online customers’ behavior is essential part in online recommendation systems.
Specifically, for online recommendation at online stores, it is necessary to understanding customers’ purpose
through their real-time activity data. This study suggests state probability methods that predict customers’
purchase probability using their clickstream data. Also, it verifies usefulness of the proposed method by
using real clickstream data of an online book store. From experimental results, state probability models show
better performance. Also, 2-state model with weight show best performance among proposed methods
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1. Introduction
The advance of Internet make it possible to overcome time and space restraints, and it became a
background of the new formation of business called e-commerce. The vitalization of e-commerce augmented
the importance of an immediate response about customers’ needs. Therefore, studies on sorting out potential
customers by analyzing in individual level rather than popular level or studies such as recommendation
service for decision making for purchase are vitalizing[8,1].
Unlike existing recommendation service, online recommendation systems is focused on enhancing
outcome of recommendation by using customers’ real time data. Thus, for online recommendation systems,
it is required to track customers’ behavior online and recommendation activity based on that. However,
existing recommendation technologies make recommendation according to past data rather than real time
data. Therefore, this study is focused on understanding customers’ intention to purchase through real time
activity data at online storefronts as the part of the online recommendation systems. The study aims to
suggest methods that predict customers’ purchase probability by using their clickstream data. Also, the
usefulness of the proposed methods is verified by using real clickstream data of an online bookstore.

2. Session Path
Based on clickstream data, we can generate session paths. A session path is a record of a user’s search
movement route and used to know user’s movement in an Internet storefront [1,10]. Because it is a tracking
of a user’s route, it can be used to determine the purpose of users’ visit or to predict next movement of users.
In this study, chilckstream data of a domestic online bookstore is collected through a company that collects
website visit data of a panel group.

3. Online Recommendation System
Recommending some products to a customer is an important feature of Internet storefronts that has to
consider current trend of sales, customer’s preference and emotion, and the ability to pay[3]. Since there
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exists various requirements to consider of online recommendation systems, there is diverse researches to
solve the issue from different perspectives.
The representative recommendation technologies are collaborative filtering, content-based
recommendation, and rule-based recommendation[5,7]. The collaborative filtering is a way to predict a
user’s interest automatically through other users’ information whose interests are similar to the user. The
content-based recommendation is a way to recommend products which have higher preference by comparing
user’s preference information and each attribute data of products[7,2]. The rule-based recommendation
makes related rules and uses it for the recommendation service, and find relation of purchased product
through visit path analysis and shopping basket analysis

4. Analysis Data
The pages of an online store are classified with several types of page. The 11 types of pages are
classified in the study like Table 1. Because clickstream data has not specific session classification, we need
to define session classification rules. In this study, one session is consists of page visits within 20 minutes.
For example, Table 2 shows that information about the 5 sessions. That is, in the case of the first session, the
customer visit homepage at first, search pages for 2 times, and product pages for 3 times after that.
Tab. 1: Cutting parameters of simulation milling
SORTING
Home
Account
Search
Classification
Product
Information
Promotion
Social
Storage
Cart
Order

EXPLANATION
Website main page
Personal information management and information check
Search of products
Classification page according to standard of classification
Introduction of product and information
Information for use and customer service center
Pages for promotion
Social space
Storage of product
Shopping cart
Order
Tab. 2: Cutting parameters of simulation milling

SESSION
1
2
3
4
5

PAGE
HO SE SE PT PT PT CA SE PT SE PT SE SC
HO SE SE PT PT PT PT SE SE SE SE PT
OT HO PR SE SE PT HO
HO PR AC SC SC SC SO SO HO SE SE PT SE PT PT SC HO AC SE PT SC SE SE SE SC PT SC
PT CA CA CA SC CA CA CA SC AC AC AC AC AC AC AC OD

Home=HO; Account = AC; Search = SE; Category = CA; Product = PT; Information = IN; Promotion = PR; Social = SO; Shopping
Cart = SC; Order = OD; Other sites = OT.

5. Purchase Probability Prediction Methods
This paper proposes 2 methods to predict customer’s purchase probability in real time at each session as
follows.
Method 1 : State Model
• 1-State Model
In this method, the purchase probability of each page type is calculated from clickstream data. The
purchase probability of a customer is predicted as the average purchase probability of the page types
where she/he has visited. Since it does not consider state transition, it is called as the 1-State Model.
• 2-State Model
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In this method, state transition is considered to get the purchase probability. That is, the purchase
probability of state transition is calculated from clicksstream data. The purchase probability of a
customer is predicted as the average purchase probability of last state transition, which is called as 2State Model.
Method 2: State with Weight Model
• 1-State with Weight Model
In this method, the purchase probability of each page type is calculated from clickstream data. The
purchase probability of a customer is predicted as the average purchase probability of the page types
where she/he has visited. Since it does not consider state transition, it is called as the 1-State Model.
• 2-State with Weight Model
This is similar to 2-State Model with similar modification of 1-State with Weight Model.

6. Experimental Results
The experiments are performed with real clickstream data of an Internet bookstore for 6 months. All sessions
extracted from clikstream data are 1842. The sessions that include only one page visit are excluded in the experiments.
The processed session paths are divided randomly to training data set and test data set. The training data set and test
data set have the same size. The study gets the purchase probability as page type and the purchase probability at state
transition by using the training data set, and compares the outcome of the 2 prediction methods.

Figure 1 shows purchase probability prediction of two sessions (one is a purchase session and the other is
non-purchase session) using 2 proposed methods. In Figure 1, (a) and (b) shows results to apply State Model,
in which we can find 2-State model shows better performance than 1-State model. In Figure 1, (c) and (d)
shows results to apply State with Weight Model, in which 2-State With Weight Model shows better
performance than 1-State With Weight Model. The results imply that state transition probabilities of pages
are better indicators than probabilities of page types. Also, weighted models show better performance than
no-weighted models.

7. Conclusion
This study suggests four methods to predict customers’ purchase probability through customers’
clickstream data analysis in real time at online store. In the first method, a customers’ purchase probability is
calculated by averaging purchase probabilities of web page types which she/he had visited. In the second
method, it is calculated by average purchase probabilities of web page type transitions which she/he had
visited. The third and fourth methods use weighted average as extensions of the first and second method,
respectively. In the experimental results using real Internet bookstore clickstream data, the cases considering
state transition show better performances than those of considering state probability. Also, weighted
averaging methods show better performance than without weighting. As further research topics, we need to
develop state transition models with more than 2 steps, and to develop methods to know customers’ purchase
intent at the early point of time. Also we need to perform more experiments to generalize the results of the
study.
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(a) Method 1-Example of the purchase probability of purchase session

(b) Method 1-Example of the purchase probability of non-purchase session

(c) Method 2-Example of the purchase probability of purchase session
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(d) Method 2-Example of the purchase probability of non-purchase session

Fig. 1: Experimental results of two sessions
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